Distance education

What does it mean?
Isolation/workbooks

**Students want more**
Making connections with students
Working independently
Personalized learning
Creating a community

Moving into the Virtual world of learning at a local level, regional, Australia and the world is another way of breaking down the learning barrier.
Learning can be done in isolation or in a group.

Creating a more personalized learning environment.

Oral tradition using voice passing on stories, it is the oldest communication voice was around a long time before print.

Speaking & Listening before print.

Where students are from.
Teaching Students moving into the virtual age

• Class versus no class?
• What does this mean?
• How do we do it?

Blended learning approach

Excursions/field trips
Research
Workshops
Our classroom with Elders

On-line folders
Workbooks
Logging into TAFE Virtual Campus
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GippsTAFE partnership with the Victorian Aboriginal Corporation for Languages

Reference Groups of Elders

Protocols for Learning & Teaching our Aboriginal Languages in Childcare, kindergartens, Schools, VCE, Universities and community